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Canterbury Convocation prescribed not only that teachers be orthodox and of upright
character and that they teach morals and Christian doctrine to the boys but also that
they teach only the grammar authorized by designated church officials. Soon after the
Church of England was established, Henry VIII decreed in 1542 that William Lily's
grammar should be taught throughout the realm and none other. Edward VI, Eliza-
beth, and the constitutions of 1604 reconfirmed this regulation. Such prescriptions
and the models set by the leading public schools achieved an essential uniformity by
mid-sixteenth century.6
At the university level the Oxford Reformers, a group of scholars aiming at the
general reform of church and society as well as of education and aided by Henry VIII,
had earlier been able to make substantial gains for the new learning. Lectures on Greek
were read at Oxford in the late fifteenth century; but neither Oxford nor Cambridge
made official provision for humanistic studies until the early sixteenth century, when
Erasmus began to present the new learning at Jesus College at Cambridge.
Soon the first avowedly humanistic colleges recognizing Greek and Hebrew were
founded. Erasmus taught at Cambridge for four years from 1511 on, and Vives taught
at Oxford in 1522. Even greater advances toward humanistic studies were made at
Cambridge when Aristotle began to be studied from the commentaries of the human-
ists, Agricola and Ramus, rather than from the glosses of the medieval scholastics.Thus
humanism steadily gained ground in the subjects of both the trivium and the qua-
drivium. The founding of Trinity College, Cambridge, in 1546, with its several fellows
in Greek along with the regius professorships in Greek, Hebrew, and civil law,
appointed earlier by Henry VIII, finally set the seal upon the transition from the
medieval to the humanistic tradition.
This meant a decline in the importance of logic and a reemphasis upon grammar
and rhetoric. In the hands of the humanists, grammar lost its purely medieval aspect,
expanded to include the grammar and literature of classical Latin, Greek, Hebrew, and
other Oriental languages. Rhetoric also began to receive the greater attention charac-
teristic of the humanists' interest in the style and form of written and oral speech.
Under the influence of Ramus, logic was simplified and freed of the complexities of
scholastic treatment. As the classics became "polite letters" particularly suitable for
the education of a gentleman, the Renaissance tended to reaffirm the literary concep-
tion of a liberal education, which the Hellenistic Greeks and Romans had praised so
highly.
This humanistic interest was associated with religious sectarianism as the various
colleges at Oxford and Cambridge took sides in the Reformation conflict of religious
ideologies. Humanistic and classical studies were used as new weapons with which to
fight old theological battles. Some colleges became Anglican, and others remained
Catholic. When Catholics were excluded by Queen Elizabeth in 1575, the contests
were then fought between Anglican Protestants and Puritan Protestants. The Puritans
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